Each year, hundreds of St. Olaf students take advantage of International and Off-Campus Studies programs that offer profound, often life-changing experiences.

Far from home, exposed to social, religious, political, economic and cultural norms that differ markedly from their own, students use photography as one way to come to terms with such diversity.

As part of their re-entry into campus life, students are invited each spring to submit their photos in the annual Gimse International and Off-Campus Studies photo contest. This year, winning entries include pictures from Austria, Bangladesh, Czech Republic, Egypt, England, Denmark, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Morocco, New York, Peru, South Africa and Turkey.
Shy Boy in a Village Bus
Anne Christianson '07, Bangalore, India
Global Semester

Not Your Typical Midwestern Church
Kaia Knutson '06, Ollantaytambo, Peru
Peruvian Medical Experience Interim

Dream (Traume)
Will Herr '07, Checkpoint Charlie, Berlin
Semester in Konstanz, Germany

The Most Beautiful Mosque in Cairo
Abby Matthews '06, Ibn Tulun Mosque, Cairo, Egypt, Term in the Middle East

A Rickshaw Ride
Elsa Marty '07, Delhi, India, Global Semester

Afternoon Nap
Denise Miller '08, The Medina of Marrakech, Morocco, Term in the Middle East

Women at Work
Brenna Bray '06, proshika vegetable field, Manikgonj, Bangladesh, Community Development in Bangladesh Interim

Epiphany
Ben Swenson '08, Piazza del Duomo, Florence, Italy, London and Florence: Arts in Context

The Neo-Classical Design of Stowe House and Gardens

Noon at the Medina
Denise Miller '08, The Medina of Marrakech, Morocco, Term in the Middle East

Satellite Dishes and Sphinx
Caleb Hedberg '07, Alexandria, Egypt
Term in the Middle East

Coexist
Emily Hennig '08, Hagia Sophia, Istanbul
Historical Geography and the Bible: Greece and Turkey

Resonance

No Jobs
Jacob Sperati '06, Moria, South Africa
History and Religion in South Africa Interim

Fitting In
Joel Beard '06, Innsbruck, Austria
Budapest Semester in Mathematics

The Wall
Nicole Callies '06, Berlin Wall, Berlin
Semester in Konstanz, Germany